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 Goal Ribbon Display

Goals Worth Sharing are worth posting on this crafty display.  

Girls will stay engaged when they have their troop, personal and activity goals in sight.  Clip each goal 
card to this Goal Ribbon for sharing and inspiration.  After cookie season, clip on your favorite cookie 
season photos - for memories Worth Sharing!

Supplies (per girl) 
 �   One 2 ft piece of ribbon (1-1/2” wide)  
 �   3 small wooden clothes pins (3“)
 �   1 key ring (1-1/4”)
 �    Clip art (Cookie Time and 3 cookie images)
 �    Decorative duct tape (three 3-1/2” pieces)
 �   Three 3” x 5” blank index cards (without lines)
 �    Colorful markers to color clothespins
 �    Glue
 �    Scisssors 
 �    Stapler
 �    Optional:  Three 3-1/2” x 5-1/2” pieces of colored cardstock (to 
serve as a background/border for the index cards - alternatively, girls 
could use markers to draw borders directly on the index cards)

Instructions:
�    Take one end of the two 
foot ribbon, fold about an 
inch of the bottom part in 
half and cut a 1/2” triangle 
piece out of it to create a 
“finished” end.

Pre-event Preparation:
�    Cut ribbon into 2 ft pieces
�    Print clip art

TIP: If you want to create a simplified version for younger girls or to 
make within a limited time frame, you can make the ribbon shorter 
and only clip one or two clothespins/cards (instead of the 3 shown)

�    Take the other end (the 
top end) and put it through 
the center of the key ring, 
and fold back a 1-1/2” piece 
of the ribbon and staple it in 
place. 

�    Cut out the Cookie 
Time clip art and glue it 
to the front of the 
ribbon at the top 
(covering the staples).

�    Color the tops and sides of the clothes pins with markers
�    Cut out the cookie picture clip art
�    Glue a cookie picture to the front of each clothes pin
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Goal Ribbon

1 cm

�    Lay the ribbon out flat, and make marks (from top of ribbon) at 4”, 9-1/2” and 15”  (or measure 4” 
down, then measure 5-1/2” down from first mark, and then measure 5-1/2” down from the second mark).

�    Fold each duct tape piece in half and cut a 1 cm slit in each one (so that when you unfold the duct taped 
section, there will be a 2 cm slit).  Open the clothespins and insert one side of the clip through each slit.

�    Decorate each card with your goals 
(ideas:  personal package goal,  troop 
package goal, fun and learning goal, 
helping others goal).  Display it where 
friends and family can see.  Be sure to 
hang it up at your next booth sale as well! 

�    Apply a 3-1/2” piece of duct tape at each mark, placing the top of the duct tape at the each mark.

�    Turn the ribbon over, and fold the tape around to the back of the ribbon to secure it in place.

�    Glue white index cards 
onto the colored cardstock 
pieces.  Insert a card under 
each clip.  
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